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Up to categorical equivalence, abelian lattice-ordered groups with strong unit
coincide with Chang's MV-algebras}the Lindenbaum algebras of the infinite-val-
ued èukasiewicz calculus. While the property of being a strong unit is not definable
even in first-order logic, MV-algebras form an equational class. On the other hand,
the addition operation and the translation invariant lattice order of a lattice-ordered
group are more amenable than the truncated addition operation of an MV-algebra.
In this paper MV-algebraic and group-theoretical techniques are combined to
classify and axiomatize all universal classes generated by an infinite totally ordered
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MV-algebra A such that the quotient of A by its unique maximal ideal is finite.
The number of elements of this quotient, and that of the largest finite subalgebra
of A turns out to be a complete classifier. The main tool for our results is given by
order preserving embeddings of totally ordered groups G into ultrapowers of the
additive group of integers, that also preserve the nondivisibility properties of
prescribed elements of G. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. EMBEDDINGS INTO ULTRAPOWERS OF Z
w xIn this section we are only concerned with totally ordered groups 8; 1
w xand ultraproduct embeddings 5; 2 . Thus, the results presented here may
be of independent interest also for readers who are not interested in
MV-algebras.
All groups considered in this paper are abelian. By Z and R we shall,
respectively, denote the totally ordered additive groups of integers and of
w xreals, with their natural order. Following 8 , two elements a and b in a
totally ordered group are said to be archimedean equi¤alent, in symbols,
a ; b ,
 4 < < < < < < < <iff there exist n, m g v s 0, 1, 2, . . . such that a F n b and b F m a ,
< < Ž .where c s max c, yc . We write
a < b
< < < <if and only if n a F b for all n g v. We say that an element b g G is
Ž .di¤isible in G by an integer d G 1 iff b s da for some a g G. We say
Ž .that b is primiti¤e in G iff its only divisor is 1. Given totally ordered
groups G and H, by an o-embedding of G into H we mean an order
preserving one]one group homomorphism.
Throughout this section F shall denote a fixed, but otherwise arbitrary,
nonprincipal ultrafilter o¤er v. Thus, all cofinite subsets of v are members
w xof F. Following 2 , by
ZvrF
wwe shall denote the ultrapower of Z modulo F. By the èos theorem 5,Â
xTheorem 4.1.9 , ultrapowers preserve all first-order properties, whence in
particular ZvrF is a totally ordered abelian group. Elements of ZvrF are
F-equivalence classes arF of sequences a : v “ Z with the proviso that
two sequences are F-equi¤alent iff the set of indexes where they coincide
belongs to F. Let us agree to say that a sequence a g Zv is growing iff
Ž . Ž . Ž .0 - a 0 - a 1 - a 2 - ??? .
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G be a finitely generated subgroup of R with the
total order inherited by restriction. Let F be an arbitrary nonprincipal ultrafil-
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ter o¤er v. Let a g Zv be a growing sequence. Let b g Zv be defined by
b j s the smallest prime G a j , j s 0, 1, . . . . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then for e¤ery primiti¤e element 0 - b g G there is an o-embedding h:
G “ ZvrF satisfying the following conditions:
Ž . Ž .i for e¤ery nonzero q g G, h q ; arF;
Ž . Ž . Ž . vii h b s brF, whence in particular, h b is primiti¤e in Z rF;
g j gŽ .Ž . Ž .iii for e¤ery g g G there is g g h g such that lim s .j“‘ b j bŽ .
Proof. By induction on the rank n of the free abelian group G.
Basis. Since b is primitive, every g g G can be written as g s m b forg
a unique integer m . The map h: G “ ZvrF given byg
g s m b ‹ h g s m b rF s m brF 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .g g g
is an o-embedding. Since for each integer 1 F k there is a prime number p
Ž .with k - p F 2k, it follows from 1 that a F b F 2a , whence arF ;
Ž .brF. Our standing hypothesis n s 1 implies that h satisfies condition i .
Since G is finitely generated, for every prime number p the set J s j gp
< Ž .4v p does not divide b j is a cofinite subset of v, whence J g F. Thusp
v Ž .in Z rF the element h b s brF is not divisible by any prime number,
Ž .and h satisfies condition ii . Given now any g s m b g G let g s m b.g g
Ž .Then g g h g and
g j m b j gŽ . Ž .g
lim s lim s m s ,gb j b j bj“‘ j“‘Ž . Ž .
Ž .as required to prove that h satisfies condition iii .
Induction Step. By assumption, b is primitive in the free abelian group
G of rank n q 1. There is a basis
 4B s e , . . . , e , e1 n
in G with b s e . For definiteness we can safely assume each element of1 =  4B to be ) 0. Let G be the subgroup of G generated by e , . . . , e with1 n
the total order inherited by restriction. By induction hypothesis, there is an
o-embedding
h=: G= “ ZvrF 3Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfying the appropriate modifications of conditions i ] iii . Let the
sequence h: v “ Z be defined by
e
h j s min m g v ‹ m G b j , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5b
Ž . =Note that h j ) 0. We shall now extend h to a group homomorphism h:
G “ ZvrF by the stipulation
h e s hrF , h e s h= e , 1 F i F n. 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
Ž . v Ž .Since h b s brF is primitive in Z rF, h satisfies condition ii . We shall
h j y 1 e h jŽ . Ž .Ž .now prove that h satisfies condition iii . By definition, - F ,
b j b b jŽ . Ž .
h j e 1Ž . Ž .whence, y - , and by 1 ,
b j b b jŽ . Ž .
h j eŽ .
lim s . 6Ž .
b j bj“‘ Ž .
For every g g G there is a unique element g = g G = and a unique integer
= = =Ž =.m such that g s m e q g . By induction hypothesis there is g g h gg g
such that
g= j g=Ž .
lim s .
b j bj“‘ Ž .
Ž . =Let g g h g be given by g s m h q g . Theng
g j h j g= j e g= gŽ . Ž . Ž .
lim s m lim q lim s m q sg gb j b j b j b b bj“‘ j“‘ j“‘Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and h satisfies condition iii .
Now assume 0 - q g G. Since G inherits the order of R and b ) 0,
Ž .there are integers m, k G 1 such that mq ) b and kb ) q. Condition iii
Ž .yields a sequence x g h q such that
mx j mq x j qŽ . Ž .
lim s ) 1 and lim s - 1.
b j b kb j kbj“‘ j“‘Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus for all suitably large j, mx j ) b j and kb j ) x j . Therefore,
by induction hypothesis,
h q s xrF ; brF s h b s h= b ; arF ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and h satisfies condition i .
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Ž . vSince h satisfies condition iii and Z rF is totally ordered, a simple
verification shows that h is order preserving. In order to prove that h is
one]one, first note that, by induction hypothesis, h= is a one]one group
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4homomorphism, and by 5 , the set h e , . . . , h e is Z-independent in1 n
v Ž .Z rF. Thus we must only prove that h e is Z-independent from the set
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž . Ž . =h e , . . . , h e . To this purpose assume mh e s h r for some r g G ,1 n
Ž . Ž .and m / 0 absurdum hypothesis . Since h satisfies condition iii there
Ž .exists a sequence r g h r such that
r j rŽ .
lim s . 7Ž .
b j bj“‘ Ž .
me rWe must have / , for otherwise the identity me s r would contradict
b b
 4 Ž .the Z-independence of B s b, e , e , . . . , e , e , e . Since by 6 ,2 3 ny1 n
mh j meŽ .
lim s ,
b j bj“‘ Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .then from 7 it follows that mh j / r j for all suitably large j. Since F
Ž . Ž .is nonprincipal, mhrF / rrF, whence, mh e s mhrF / rrF s h r , a
contradiction showing that h is one]one. The proof is complete.
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a finitely generated subgroup of R with the
total order inherited by restriction. Let F be a nonprincipal ultrafilter o¤er v.
Then for e¤ery growing sequence a g Zv and element b g G there is an
v Ž . vo-embedding h: G “ Z rF such that h b has the same di¤isors in Z rF as
Ž .b has in G, and for each nonzero a g G, h a ; arF.
w xDEFINITION 1.3 8; 1 . Given totally ordered abelian groups F and G
“
we shall denote by F = G their lexicographic product, i.e., the group direct
Ž .product of F and G, endowed with the lexicographic order from the left .
Ž .Thus, for all j g F and g g G, j, g ) 0 iff either j s 0 and g ) 0, or
j ) 0.
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a finitely generated totally ordered abelian group
and b g G. Let F be an arbitrary nonprincipal ultrafilter o¤er v. Then there is
an o-embedding of G into ZvrF such that the image of b has exactly the same
di¤isors in ZvrF as b has in G.
Proof. For definiteness, let us first assume b ) 0. By Hahn's embed-
w xding theorem 8, IV, 5 , we can write G as a lexicographic product
“ “
G s G = ??? = G , where each G is a finitely generated subgroup of R1 n i
with the total order inherited by restriction. Let the growing sequence
a g Zv be defined by
a s 1, 2, 3, . . . . 8Ž . Ž .
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Claim. There exists an o-embedding h: G “ ZvrF satisfying the
following two conditions:
Ž . va There is a growing sequence z g Z such that for all g g G,
Ž .h g < zrF;
Ž . Ž . vb h b has exactly the same divisors in Z rF as b has in G.
The proof is by induction on n.
Basis. If n s 1, an application of Corollary 1.2 yields an o-embedding
v Ž .h: G “ Z rF such that h b has the same divisors as b, and for every




G s G = ??? = G with n s m q 1, 9Ž .1 n
 4  4let us identify G and G = 0 = ??? = 0 . Further, let us write G91 1
 4instead of 0 = G = ??? = G . Every g g G can be uniquely written as2 mq1
g s g q g 9, with g g G and g 9 g G9. Let d G 1 be the greatest divisor1 1 1
of b s b q b9. The existence of the integer d is ensured by the assump-1
tion that G is finitely generated. The element c s brd is primitive in G.
As above, for uniquely determined elements c g G and c9 g G9 we can1 1
write
b b b91
c s s q s c q c9. 10Ž .1d d d
Skipping all trivialities, let us assume both c and c9 to be nonzero. Then1
they are Z-independent elements of G. By induction hypothesis there is an
o-embedding h9: G9 “ ZvrF satisfying the following two conditions:
Ž . va9 There is a growing sequence z 9 g Z such that for all l g
Ž .G9, h9 l < z 9rF;
Ž . Ž . vb9 h9 c9 has the same divisors in Z rF as c9 has in G9.
Corollary 1.2 yields an o-embedding h : G “ ZvrF such that1 1
Ž . Ž .i for any nonzero g g G , h g ; z 9rF;1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . vii h c has the same divisors in Z rF as c has in G .1 1 1 1
For every a g G, let us write
 4Div a s n g v ‹ n divides a . 11Ž . Ž .
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Ž .Recalling 10 and the Z-independence of c and c9, we get1
 4Div c l Div c9 s Div c s 1 . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Let P be defined by
P s p g v ‹ p is prime and p f Div c j Div c9 . 13 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Note that P is an infinite subset of v. Equipping P with the natural order
 4 vof v we can write P s p - p - ??? . Let the sequence p g Z be0 1
defined by
p j s p p ??? p , 14Ž . Ž .0 1 j
for each j g v. Let termwise multiplication ): Zv = Zv “ Zv be defined
by
m , n ‹ m)n s m 0 n 0 , m 1 n 1 , m 2 n 2 , . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
v ŽThis naturally induces a multiplication operation over Z rF also denoted
. v Ž .) , by stipulating that for all m, n g Z , mrF )nrF s m)n rF. Let the
map h: G “ ZvrF be defined by
h g s prF) h g q h9 g 9 , 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
for each g s g q g 9 g G, where g g G and g 9 g G9. We shall prove1 1 1
h g < a )p )z 9 rF . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .As a matter of fact, if g s 0 then condition a9 , together with ii and1
Ž .14 , immediately yields the desired conclusion. If g / 0 then by condi-1
Ž . Ž .tions a9 and i we get
h g 9 s h9 g 9 < z 9rF ; h g < prF ) h g s h g . 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since h9 g 9 < prF ) h g , from 15 we get1 1
h g s prF ) h g ; prF ) h g q h9 g 9 s h g . 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 1
Ž .Now, again by i ,
h g ; prF)z 9rF < arF ) prF )z 9rF , 19Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .whence 16 immediately follows. Since a )p )z 9 is a growing sequence,
Ž .h satisfies condition a .
We shall now prove that h is an o-embedding. Since both h and h9 are1
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4group homomorphisms, then so is h. By 17 , h G l h G9 s 0 . Since1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h G s prF ) h G , h G9 s h9 G9 , and both h and h9 are o-embed-1 1 1 1
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dings, it follows that h is one]one. Suppose now 0 - g g G with the
Ž .intent of proving 0 - h g . Again write g s g q g 9, with g g G , g 9 g1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .G9. If g s 0 then g 9 ) 0, whence by 15 , h g s h9 g 9 ) 0 because h91
Ž .is an o-embedding. If g ) 0 then h g ) 0 because h is an o-embed-1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ding. A fortiori, prF ) h g ) 0. Since by 17 , h g 9 < h g , then by1 1 1
Ž . Ž .15 , we conclude h g ) 0.
We shall now prove:
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii If a prime p divides both h c9 and prF) h c then p divides1 1
Ž .h c .1 1
Ž . Ž .Indeed, by condition b9 together with 15 , p divides c9, whence p f P,
Ž .and for every j g v, p does not divide p j . Thus p does not divide prF,
Ž .whence necessarily p must divide h c , as required.1 1
Ž .Having thus settled iii we are in a position to prove that the element
h c s prF ) h c q h9 c9 s prF) h c q h c9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
is primitive. As a matter of fact, since h is a one]one group homomor-
Ž . Ž . vphism then h c and h c9 are Z-independent elements of Z rF, whence1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by 15 , so are prF) h c and h9 c9 . If absurdum hypothesis there1 1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .exists a prime p g Div h c , then, by conditions ii and iii ,
p g Div prF ) h c l Div h c9 : Div h c l Div h9 c9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
 4s Div c l Div c9 s 1 ,Ž . Ž .1
because c is primitive and c and c9 are Z-independent. We have reached1
Ž . Ž .a contradiction, thus showing that h c is primitive. It follows that h b s
Ž . Ž .dh c satisfies condition b , and our initial claim is settled.
The case b - 0 is similar. The case b s 0 is now easily settled.
2. MV-CHAINS OF FINITE RANK
w xWe assume familiarity with MV-algebras 3; 4 .
² :An MV-algebra is an algebra A, [ , !, 0 satisfying the following
equations:
Ž . Ž . Ž .MV1 x [ y [ z s x [ y [ z ,
Ž .MV2 x [ y s y [ x,
Ž .MV3 x [ 0 s x,
Ž . Ž .MV4 ! ! x s x,
Ž .MV5 x [ !0 s !0,
Ž . Ž . Ž .MV6 ! ! x [ y [ y s ! ! y [ x [ x.
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Every MV-algebra is usually enriched with the definable operation (
and with the distinguished element 1 given by
x( y s ! ! x [ ! y and 1 s !0, 20Ž . Ž .
w xand it is tacitly assumed that 0 / 1. As shown by Chang 3 , for any
² :MV-algebra A, [ , !, 0 , the stipulation a F b iff ! a [ b s 1 endows
A with a distributive lattice order, called the natural order of A. An
MV-algebra whose natural order is total is said to be an MV-chain. Thus
A is an MV-chain iff for any two elements x, y g A we have
either ! x [ y s 1 or ! y [ x s 1. 21Ž .
Ž . ²for any lattice-ordered abelian group for short, l-group G, n , k ,
: Ž . ²w x :q, y, 0 and element 0 - u g G, let G G, u s 0, u , [ , !, 0 be de-
fined by
w x  40, u s a g G ‹ 0 F a F u , a [ b s u n a q b ,Ž .
! a s u y a. 22Ž .
w x Ž w x. ²w x :Then, as proved in 12 see also 13 , 0, u , [ , !, 0 is an MV-algebra.
Further, for any l-groups G and H with elements 0 - u g G and 0 - ¤
Ž .g H, and any l-group homomorphism f : G “ H such that f u s ¤ , let
Ž . w xG f be the restriction of f to 0, u .
w xTHEOREM 2.1 12 . G is a categorical equi¤alence from the category of
l-groups with strong unit, with l-homomorphisms that preser¤e strong units,
onto the category of MV-algebras with MV-homomorphisms.
w xAs the reader will recall 8; 1 , an element 0 - u g G is called a strong
unit iff for each x g G there is an integer n G 1 such that x F nu.
Ž .If G is an l-group and 0 - u g G, then the natural order of G G, u
w xcoincides with the restriction to 0, u of the lattice order of G. The
restriction of G to totally ordered abelian groups with a distinguished
w xelement ) 0 yields Chang's map 4 into MV-chains.
w x Ž . Ž .Examples. 1. 0, 1 s G R, 1 By 22 the MV-operations are given by
Ž .x [ y s min 1, x q y and ! x s 1 y x.
Ž . ² 4 :2. è s G Z, n ( 0, 1, . . . , n , [ , !, 0 , for each n s 1, 2, . . . .n
Ž .Here the MV-operations are given by i [ j s min n, i q j , and ! i s n
w xy i. Note that è is isomorphic to the subalgebra of 0, 1 given byn
 Ž . 40, 1rn, 2rn, . . . , n y 1 rn, 1 .
3. Given an element b g G and an integer n G 1, let the MV-chain
“ “Ž Ž ..C be defined by C s G Z = G, n, b , where x denotes lexicographic
“²Ž . Ž . Ž .product as in Definition 1.3. Then C s i, g g Z = G ‹ 0, 0 F i, g F
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Ž .4 : Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Žn, b , [ , !, 0 where, by 22 , i, g [ i9, g 9 s min n, b , i q i9, g q
.. Ž . Ž .g 9 and ! i, g s n y i, b y g .
Throughout this paper by an embedding we shall mean a one]one
homomorphism of MV-algebras.
Ž w x.LEMMA 2.2 Lindenbaum 11; 15 . For any integers n, m G 1, è isn
embeddable into è if and only if n di¤ides m.m
Following tradition, we define 0 x s 0 and for each integer n G 0,
Ž .n q 1 x s x [ nx.
w xLEMMA 2.3 16, Lemma 2.2 . Let n be an integer G 1. Let A be an
MV-algebra. Then è is embeddable into A if and only if there is an elementn
Ž .a g A such that n y 1 a s ! a.
w xFollowing 3; 4 by an ideal of an MV-algebra A we mean the kernel of
a homomorphism h of A into some MV-algebra B. An ideal is prime iff it
is the kernel of a homomorphism of A into an MV-chain. A characteriza-
w xtion of the poset of prime ideals of an MV-algebra is given in 7 . An ideal
w xis maximal iff it is the kernel of a homomorphism of A into 0, 1 . An
 4MV-algebra A is said to be simple iff its only ideal is 0 . Each ideal I
induces a homomorphism x g A ‹ xrI of A onto the quotient MV-alge-
w xbra ArI, in the usual way 3 .
w xTHEOREM 2.4 3; 4 . Up to isomorphism,
Ž . w xi e¤ery simple MV-algebra is a subalgebra of 0, 1 ;
Ž .ii e¤ery finite simple MV-algebra coincides with some è .n
DEFINITION 2.5. Let A be an MV-chain. Then every ideal of A is
Ž .prime, and A has exactly one maximal ideal, denoted Rad A , and called
the radical of A. We say that the rank of A is n; in symbols.
rank A s n iff ArRad A ( è .Ž . Ž . n
Ž .The di¤isibility index d is defined by d s ‘ if è is embeddable into AA A m
for infinitely many m, and
 4d s max m g v ‹ è is embeddable into A ,A m
otherwise.
If A is an MV-chain of rank n then automatically d is a divisor of n.A
Ž .  4An MV-chain A is simple iff Rad A s 0 . The rank and the index of the
simple MV-chain è of Example 2 both coincide with n.n
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w xWe refer to 5 for background on first-order logic.
Ž .LEMMA 2.6. i Let n , n , d , d be integers, with n / n and1 2 1 2 1 2“ “Ž Ž .. Žn , n G 1. Then the two MV-algebras G Z = Z, n , d and G Z =1 2 1 1
Ž ..Z, n , d do not satisfy the same uni¤ersal sentences.2 2
Ž .ii Let d , d G 1 both di¤ide the integer n G 1. If d / d then the1 2 1 2“ “Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..two MV-algebras G Z = Z, n, d and G Z = Z, n, d do not satisfy the1 2
same uni¤ersal sentences.
Ž .Proof. i Without loss of generality we may assume n - n . It is an1 2
Ž w x.easy exercise see, e.g., 10, Corollary 2.4 to write down an equation that
“ “Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..is satisfied by G Z = Z, n , d and is not satisfied by G Z = Z, n , d .1 1 2 2
Ž .ii We can safely assume that d does not divide d . It follows that1 2“ “Ž Ž .. Žè is not embeddable into G Z = Z, n, d . By Lemma 2.3, G Z =d 21
Ž ..Z, n, d satisfies the universal sentence2
; x d y 1 x / ! x . 23Ž . Ž .Ž .1
“Ž Ž .. Ž .By contrast, in the MV-chain G Z = Z, n, d the element nrd , 11 1
satisfies the identities
n n n n
d y 1 , 1 s n y , d y 1 s n , d y , 1 s ! , 1 ,Ž . Ž .1 1 1ž / ž / ž / ž /d d d d1 1 1 1
Ž .where the negation connective ! is naturally defined by 22 , as a
particular case of Example 3. We then conclude that the MV-algebra
“Ž Ž .. Ž .G Z = Z, n, d , does not satisfy 23 .1
The rest of this paper is mainly devoted to proving a strong converse of
the above lemma, Theorem 3.5 below. This will allow us, in the final
sections, to classify and axiomatize all universal classes generated by
Žnonsimple MV-chains of finite rank. A classification of universal classes
w x .generated by simple MV-chains can be obtained from 9 .
3. UNIVERSAL CLASSES OF MV-CHAINS
OF FINITE RANK
A class of MV-algebras is said to be uni¤ersal iff it is definable by
Žuniversal sentences in first-order logic only mentioning the MV-oper-
. w xations 5 . As usual, I, S , and P , respectively, denote the operations ofU
taking isomorphic images, subalgebras, and ultraproducts. We assume
Ž .familiarity with such basic properties of these operations as P I S K :U
Ž . wI S P K , for any class K of algebras. As proved in 2, Theorem 2.20, p.U
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x Ž .215 , the class I S P K is the smallest class containing K and is closedU
under the operations I, S , and P . Indeed, a class is universal iff it hasU
Ž .the form I S P K for an arbitrary class of algebras.U
Notation and Terminology. Throughout this section we let n denote an
Ž .arbitrary integer G 1. Following tradition we shall denote by gcd r, s the
Ž .greatest common divisor of r and s. For each integer m G 1 we let Div m
Ž .be the set of positive integer divisors of m. Note that there is no conflict
Ž .with 11 .
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a totally ordered abelian group and 0 - b g G.
“Ž Ž ..Assume the integer d G 1 to be a di¤isor of b. Then for each n, G Z = Z, n, d
“Ž Ž ..is embeddable into G Z = G, n, b .
“ “Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Proof. Let the map h: G Z = Z, n, d “ G Z = G, n, b be defined
Ž . Ž . Ž .by r, l ‹ h r, l s r, lbrd . Then h provides the required embedding.
“Ž Ž ..LEMMA 3.2. For each integer k G 1, the MV-chain G Z = Z, n, k is
“Ž Ž Ž ...embeddable into G Z = Z, n, gcd k, n .
Ž .Proof. Let d s gcd k, n . In case n s 1 the result immediately follows
“ “Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..upon verifying the isomorphism G Z = Z, 1, k ( G Z = Z, 1, 1 . In case
 4n ) 1, let x g 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 be a solution of the equation nx q d ’ 0
Ž .mod k . Then the map
nx q d
r , l ‹ r , l y rxŽ . ž /ž /k
yields the desired embedding.
We shall now describe MV-chains A of rank n. The case when A is
simple is easily settled.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be a simple chain of rank n. Then A ( è ,n“ “Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž Ž ...d s n, and A g I S G Z = Z, n, d : I S P G Z = Z, n, d .A A U A
Ž .Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.4 ii .
We now consider nonsimple MV-chains of rank n. The following is a
 4routine construction: For any totally ordered abelian group G / 0 and
“Ž .0 - b g G, the element n, b is a strong unit of Z = G. Let
“
A s G Z = G, n , b .Ž .ž /
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Let Rad A be the radical of A. Then Rad A s 0, c ‹ 0 F c g G /
Ž .4 Ž .0, 0 . Further, ArRad A ( è , whence A is a nonsimple MV-chain ofn
rank n.
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w x Ž w x.Conversely, Komori 10, Lemma 4.4 see also 6, Lemma 5.2.6 proved
that all nonsimple MV-chains of finite rank arise from this construction.
We then have the following characterization.
LEMMA 3.4. Let A be an MV-algebra, and n an integer G 1. Then the
following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž .i A is a nonsimple MV-chain of rank n;
Ž .ii There exists a totally ordered abelian group G and an element
“Ž Ž ..0 - b g G such that A ( G Z = G, n, b .
w x Ž .Following 2 , whenever A ‹ i g I is a family of algebras, and F is ani
ultrafilter over the index set I, we shall agree to denote by Ł A rF thei
Ž .ultraproduct of A ‹ i g I modulo F.i
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a nonsimple MV-chain of rank n. Then
“
I S P A s I S P G Z = Z, n , d .Ž . Ž .ž /U U Až /
Proof. By Lemma 3.4 there exists a totally ordered abelian group G
and an element 0 - b g G, such that
“
A ( G Z = G, n , b . 24Ž . Ž .ž /
As a preliminary step we shall prove the following weaker assertion:
Claim. Under the additional assumption that A is finitely generated, we
have
“
A g I S P G Z = Z, n , d . 25Ž . Ž .ž /U Až /
“Ž .First note that n, b is a strong unit of Z = G. Thus by Theorem 2.1 the
“Ž Ž ..totally ordered abelian group with strong unit Z = G, n, b satisfying
Ž .24 is uniquely determined by A, up to unit preserving l-isomorphisms.
As a further consequence of the properties of the G functor, since A is
Ž w x .finitely generated, then so is G see 12 for details . Fix an arbitrary
nonprincipal ultrafilter F over v. By Theorem 1.4, there is an o-embed-
v Ž . vding e: G “ Z rF such that e b has the same divisors in Z rF as b has
in G. Let
“ vC s G Z = Z rF , n , e b .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /
“ “ vŽ . Ž .Define the o-embedding f : Z = G “ Z = Z rF by f : m, g ‹
“Ž Ž .. Ž . Žm, e g . Then, recalling Theorem 2.1, G f is an embedding of G Z =
“ vŽ .. Ž Ž . Ž Ž ...G, n, b into G Z = Z rF , n, e b ; in symbols,
A g I S C . 26Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Let D s Div n _ Div b s Div n _ Div e b . Then D f F, because it is
Ž .a finite set. It follows that there is a sequence b g e b such that for each
Ž .k g D, the integer k does not divide b i , i s 0, 1, . . . . We can safely
Ž .assume b i ) 0, because b ) 0 and e is an o-embedding. For each i g v
let the MV-chain C be defined byi
“
C s G Z = Z, n , b i .Ž .Ž .ž /i
Then
C ( C rF . 27Ž .Ł i
As a matter of fact, any element c g C is in the unit intervali“wŽ . Ž Ž ..x Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..0, 0 , n, b i of Z = Z, n, b i , whence c s m, g i for some m g
 4 Ž . Ž .0, . . . , n and 0 F g i F b i . Similarly, any element of C has the form
Ž . v Ž . Ž .m, arF , with a g Z satisfying the conditions 0 F a i F b i for all
Ž .i g v. An embedding of C onto ŁC rF is induced by the map m, arFi
Ž .g C ‹ m, arF , where the sequence a g arF is chosen in such a way
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that 0 F a i F b i . From 24 , 26 , 27 , it follows that
 4A g I S P C , C , C , . . . . 28Ž .Ž .U 0 1 2
Ž Ž . .for each i g v let d s gcd b i , n . By Lemma 3.2 we have an embed-i
ding
“
C “ G Z = Z, n , d . 29Ž . Ž .ž /i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since b i is not divisible by any integer k g Div n _ Div b , then each di
must be a divisor of b, whence, by definition of d ,A
d g Div n l Div b s Div d .Ž . Ž . Ž .i A
Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, for each i g v there is an embedding
“ “
G Z = Z, n , d “ G Z = Z, n , d .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /i A
Ž .By 29 we can now write
“ “
A g I S P I S G Z = Z, n , d s I S P G Z = Z, n , d ,Ž . Ž .ž / ž /U A U Až / ž /
as required to complete the proof of the claim.
Ž . Ž .Conclusion of the Proof. Recalling 24 , since è g I S A then dd AA
must divide b. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1,
“
G Z = Z, n , d g I S A ,Ž . Ž .ž /A
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whence
“
I S P G Z = Z, n , d : I S P I S A s I S P A . 30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /U A U Už /
For the reverse inclusion, recall that every algebra can be embedded
Ž winto an ultraproduct of its finitely generated subalgebras see 2, Theorem
x.2.14, p. 213 . Letting K be the class of all finitely generated subalgebrasA
of A, we can write
A g I S P K . 31Ž . Ž .U A
A moment's reflection shows that every finitely generated subalgebra of A
can be embedded into a finitely generated subalgebra of rank n. There-
fore, letting K be the class of all finitely generated subalgebras of A ofA, n
rank n, we obtain
A g I S P I S K . 32Ž . Ž .U A , n
Ž .If B g K then by our claim in case B is nonsimple or by PropositionA, n
Ž .3.3 in case B is simple , we get
“
B g I S P G Z = Z, n , d , 33Ž . Ž .ž /U Bž /
 Ž .4where d s max m g v ‹ è g I S B is the index of B. Since d di-B m B
vides d then by Lemma 3.1,A
“ “
G Z = Z, n , d g I S G Z = Z, n , d , 34Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /B Až /
Ž .whence by 33 ,
“ “
K : I S P I S G Z = Z, n , d s I S P G Z = Z, n , d .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /A , n U A U Až / ž /
35Ž .
Ž . Ž .Therefore, by 32 and 35 we get
“
A g I S P I S K : I S P I S I S P G Z = Z, n , dŽ . Ž .ž /U A , n U U Až /
“
s I S P G Z = Z, n , d ,Ž .ž /U Až /
whence
“
I S P A : I S P I S P G Z = Z, n , dŽ . Ž .ž /U U U Až /
“
s I S P G Z = Z, n , d ,Ž .ž /U Až /
Ž .thus settling the reverse inclusion of 30 .
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As promised, we are now in a position to classify Komori classes}the
universal classes generated by nonsimple MV-chains of finite rank.
“Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...COROLLARY 3.6. The map e : n, d ‹ I S P G Z = Z, n, d is aU
Ž .one]one correspondence between all pairs n, d of integers G 1 with d a
di¤isor of n, and all Komori classes.
w xProof. As is well known 2 , for any class K of algebras, the least
Ž .universal class containing K coincides with I S P K . By Lemma 2.6 theU
map e is one]one. By Theorem 3.5, every Komori class belongs to
Ž .range e .
4. UNIVERSAL AXIOMATIZATION OF KOMORI
CLASSES
The classification of all equational classes of MV-algebras was accom-
w xplished by Komori in 10, Theorem 4.11 as follows:
LEMMA 4.1. If K is an equational class of MV-algebras, other than the
class of all MV-algebras, then there exist two finite sets I and J of integers G 1,
not both empty, such that K is the equational class generated by
“  4H s G Z = Z, n , 0 ‹ n g I j è ‹ m g J . 36Ž . Ž .ž /½ 5² I , J : m
As a by-product of Komori's classification, each equational class K of
MV-algebras is finitely axiomatizable, i.e., there exists a finite number of
w xequations defining K. Strengthening this result, in 14 a procedure is given
Ž . Ž .to obtain for each pair I, J as above, an MV-term q x , in the single² I, J :
Ž . Ž .variable x, such that the equations MV1 ] MV6 , together with the
additional equation
q x s 1 37Ž . Ž .² I , J :
are enough to axiomatize the equational class generated by H .² I, J :
THEOREM 4.2. E¤ery Komori class is finitely axiomatizable.
Proof. By Corollary 3.6 it is enough to show that for each pair of
“Ž . Ž Žintegers n, d with d a divisor of n, the universal class I S P G Z =U
Ž ...Z, n, d is finitely axiomatizable. Specifically, we will show that this class
Ž . Ž .can be axiomatized by equations MV1 ] MV6 together with the follow-
ing finite set of universal sentences:
; x; y y [ ! x s 1 k x [ ! y s 1 , 38Ž . Ž .
; x q x s 1 , 39Ž . Ž .Ž .²n4 , B:
; x m y 1 x / ! x for each m g Div n _ Div d . 40Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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“Ž Ž ..We shall first verify that the MV-algebra C s G Z = Z, n, d satisfies
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .MV1 ] MV6 , as well as 38 ] 40 . As a matter of fact, since C is an
Ž . Ž . Ž .MV-chain, it satisfies MV1 ] MV6 , as well as 38 . An application of
“Ž Ž ..Lemma 3.1 yields an embedding of C into G Z = Z, n, n . Now the latter
“Ž Ž .. Ž .is isomorphic to G Z = Z, n, 0 . By definition of q x , it follows that²n4, B:“Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .G Z = Z, n, d satisfies 39 . Trivially, for each m g Div n _Div d we
“ “Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..have è f I S G Z = Z, n, d . Hence, by Lemma 2.3, G Z = Z, n, dm
Ž .satisfies 40 . Therefore, all MV-algebras in the universal class generated
“Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by G Z = Z, n, d satisfy MV1 ] MV6 together with 38 ] 40 .
Conversely, suppose an algebra A satisfies all these universal sentences.
Ž .Then A is an MV-algebra and indeed, as a model of 38 , A is an
Ž .MV-chain. Since A satisfies 39 , A belongs to the equational class
“Žgenerated by H , i.e., the equational class generated by G Z =²n4, B:
Ž ..Z, n, 0 . A moment's reflection shows that, for some divisor r of n, A is
Ž .an MV-chain of rank r. Let d be the index of A. Since A satisfies 40 ,A
Ž .then by Lemma 2.3, è is not embeddable into A, for each m g Div n _m
Ž . Ž . Ž .Div d . It follows that d g Div r l Div d . To conclude the proof,A
arguing by cases, if A is simple then r s d and by Proposition 3.3 andA
Lemma 3.1,
“ “
A ( è g I S G Z = Z, n , d : I S P G Z = Z, n , d .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /r Už / ž /
On the other hand, if A is nonsimple, then, by Theorem 3.5,
“
A g I S P G Z = Z, r , d .Ž .ž /U Až /
Now d is a common divisor of r and d; further, both r and d are divisorsA
of n. An easy refinement of Lemma 3.1 yields
“ “
G Z = Z, r , d g I S G Z = Z, n , d .Ž . Ž .ž /ž /A ž /
In conclusion,
“ “
A g I S P I S G Z = Z, n , d s I S P G Z = Z, n , d ,Ž . Ž .ž / ž /U Už / ž /
as required.
We shall finally deal with uni¤ersal classes generated by finite families of
MV-chains of finite rank. To this purpose let us fix some notation. Any such
finite family D is specified by the set J of ranks of simple MV-chains in D,
 4the set I s n , n , . . . , n of ranks of nonsimple MV-chains in D, and for1 2 t
Ž .  4each n g I, the set Ind n s d , d , . . . , d of indexes of nonsimplen1 n2 nlŽn.
MV-chains in D of rank n. Note that I j J is a nonempty finite set of
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integers G 1. Let us further write
D s Div i ‹ i g I j J , 4Ž .
and for each d g D,
 4Mult d s d , 2 d , 3d , . . . ,Ž .
J s Mult d l J ,Ž .d
F s Mult d l J j Ind n j Ind n j ??? j Ind n , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .d 1 2 t
I s n g I ‹ Mult d l Ind n / B . 4Ž . Ž .d
THEOREM 4.3. With the abo¤e notation, the uni¤ersal class K s
Ž . Ž . Ž .I S P D is axiomatized by equations MV1 ] MV6 together with theU
following finite set of uni¤ersal sentences:
; x; y y [ ! x s 1 k x [ ! y s 1 , 41Ž . Ž .
; x q x s 1 , 42Ž . Ž .Ž .² I , J :
; x; y d y 1 x / ! x k q y s 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .² I , J :d d
for each d g D with F / B, 43Ž .d
; x d y 1 x / ! x , for each d g D with F s B. 44Ž . Ž .Ž . d
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, one easily sees that
each MV-algebra in D satisfies the above sentences, whence so does every
member of the universal class K generated by D.
Conversely, suppose A satisfies all the above sentences, with the intent
of proving A g K. A routine modification of the argument in the proof of
Theorem 4.2 shows that A is an MV-chain belonging to the equational
Ž .class generated by H . Therefore, rank A s r for some r g D. Let d² I, J : A
Ž .be the index of A. Since A satisfies 44 , then by Lemma 2.3, for every
d g D such that F s B, è is not embeddable into A. Hence, F / Bd d dA
Ž .and I j J / B. Since A satisfies 43 and has è as a subalgebra, Ad d dA A A
belongs to the equational class generated by H . Therefore there is² I , J :d dA A
an integer n g I j J such that r divides n. We now argue by cases asd dA A
in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Case 1. A is simple. Then r s d . If n g J then, by Lemma 2.3,A r
Ž . Ž .A ( è g I S è : I S P D . If, on the other hand, n g I , then forr n U r
Ž .every d g Ind n , r divides d. Hence, by Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.1,
“Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .A ( è g I S G Z = Z, n, d : I S P D .r U
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“Ž ŽCase 2. A is nonsimple. Then by Theorem 3.5, A g I S P G Z =U
Ž ...Z, r, d . Since A belongs to the equational class generated by H ,A ² I , J :d dA A
there is an integer n g I such that r divides n. Moreover, for everydA “Ž . Žd g Ind n , d divides d. An easy refinement of Lemma 3.1 yields G Z =A “Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ...Z, r, d g I S G Z = Z, n, d . In conclusion,A
“ “
A g I S P I S G Z = Z, n , d s I S P G Z = Z, n , dŽ . Ž .ž / ž /U Už / ž /
: I S P D ,Ž .U
and A g K as required.
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